Digital or chemical-based

These can be fixed-mounted or interchangeable

A ___ is not typically effective beyond 20 feet or so

The ___ length or range is usually noted on the lens

For film, higher speeds or photo enlargement can cause ___ to show

___ shots can be tough to capture without proper camera equipment

This can be film, digital, video or included in your phone

A ___ shot is taken without planning or arrangement, usually of people

The ___ or composition of a shot determines what will be in the photo

High resolution digital cameras may require large amounts of ___

The number of ___ determines the resolution of a digital camera

Using a flash with people in dark areas may result in this problem

Sometimes just having the right ___ for a shot makes the difference

Device for holding a camera more steady than hands can

The ___ in film cameras has been replaced by the LCD screen

The amount and type of ___ light is important for shooting outdoors

___ cameras may use CCD or CMOS light sensors to collect images

Software can make photo ___ simpler or allow for complex changes

The device that opens to expose the film or sensor to the scene

Many ___ processes are used with film, requiring external processing

Proper ___ can make all the difference in image quality

Take ___ shots of the scene so the best one can be selected

Small cameras have become more ___ and powerful over the years

Images can be taken in ___ or portrait orientation

A lens for photographing distant objects

A ___ ___ lens can capture more of the scene, but sometimes distorts

Film ___ can take 30 minutes or a few days, but always costs money

A colorless image format that emphasizes contrast and texture